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Abstract

Land registration system has been put in place in the rural areas of Amhara National Regional State (ANRS) since 2002. The courts in the regional state decide on land disputes based on land information obtained from the land administration offices. These offices are expected to supply the information available at the land registration system. However, land administration and use offices often get the information directly from the public on an individual case basis following order from a court. This is mainly attributable to the low level of using the land registration system in the region by the land administration offices and legal professionals. The land registration system is not used to its maximum potential to alleviate the problem of land dispute. A case study approach is used in this article, and five rural woredas were purposively chosen because of high prevalence of land disputes. Questionnaires, focus group discussions (FGDs) and court cases are used. The research indicates the need for a strong institutional and regulatory mechanism of land management in ANRS.
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Introduction
Land registration systems (also known as cadastral systems) play key role in reducing land disputes.\(^1\) They provide evidence of title to a landholder with respect to a particular land parcel and show the boundaries of land parcels. This in turn helps reduce land disputes by assisting the remedial measure after an act of violation of a land right. The frequency of boundary disputes is usually correlated to the quality of the cadastre or land information system including primarily its being up-to-date. For instance, a land registration system with full and clear information about land can be used to curb conflicts.

Following the reform that aimed at the introduction of modern land management system, Amhara region has introduced land registration system since 2002. First level land registration covered all administrative Zones immediately. West Gojjam Zone is one of the 15 administrative zones in Amhara region. One can easily observe problems in correctly applying the new land registration system in the courts of Amhara region when they attempt at settling land disputes. Resources are wasted, and the quality of court decisions are adversely affected. This article highlights the concept to land registration system and examines the challenges in land registration system in West Gojam Zone in relation with reducing or resolving land disputes.

Given the common use of land registration for tenure security, indicating the major bottlenecks in the application of the land registration system for land dispute resolution will trigger strengthened attempts at increasing the capacity and role of the system and its legitimacy for the users. The research has used a case study approach. Five rural woredas were chosen for the case study: Bahir Dar Zuria Woreda, Mecha Woreda, South Achefer Woreda, Yilmanadensa Woreda, and Bure Woreda.

The respondents of questionnaires include 23 land administration and use staff and 11 judges. Focus group discussions (FGDs) and court case analysis have also been made. Seven judges were selected from the Supreme Court of
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the Amhara National Regional State (ANRS) and four judges were from West Gojjam Zone High Court. Moreover, due attention is given to literature review and critical discussion of the legal system vis-a-vis the role of land registration in land dispute prevention and resolution. The empirical aspect of the case study is meant to give insights to comparable or similar problems in locations which share similar objective realities.

The article has seven sections and brief concluding remarks. The first section highlights the core elements in land registration system and indicates the federal and regional legal framework. The second section reviews the legislative measures in Ethiopia that have introduced land registration with the view to enhance tenure security. Section 3 investigates the fundamental issues which need revision to enhance the role of the land registration system for dispute resolution. Sections 4 and 5 discuss major factors that cause land disputes and the impact of land registration in reducing land disputes in the ANRS. Sections 6 and 7 examine the practical application of the land registration system in ANRS to solve land disputes in the region and the problems thereof.

1. The Core Elements of Land Registration System and Ethiopia’s Legal Framework

Land registration practices are very ancient activities, and there is a settled meaning attached to the terms. The concept of land registration system includes two related systems, namely, ‘cadaster’ and ‘land register’. The term ‘cadastre’ is used mainly in continental Europe (notably in France) where it was originally linked to taxation purposes (fiscal cadastre), as opposed to the Anglo-American legal regimes where it was introduced to enhance land conveyancing. An authoritative definition of cadastre is given as follows:

2 Other terms often used in the cadastral literature, sometimes interchangeably, include land titling, land certification and formalisation. For a detailed discussion on the meaning of each of these terms, see Melkamu Belachew (2015), “Modelling Legislation for a Sustainable Cadastral System” (unpublished PhD thesis, the University of Melbourne, Melbourne Law School), pp. 28–29. In this article, the term ‘land registration’ is used to refer to either cadastre or land register depending on the context in which either is used.

A cadastre is normally a parcel based, and up-to-date land information system containing [a] record of interests in land. … It usually includes a geometric description of land parcels linked to other records describing the nature of the interests, the ownership or control of those interests, and often the value of the parcel and its improvements. It may be established for fiscal purposes (e.g. valuation and equitable taxation), legal purposes (conveyancing), to assist in the management of land and land use (e.g. for planning and other administrative purposes), and enables Sustainable Development and environmental protection.4

The term ‘land register’ (also sometimes referred to as ‘land registration’) is normally an up-to-date and ownership-based record system. The term is (more or less exclusively) used in the Anglo-American world (traditionally known as the common law world), although the German land registration system (Grundbuch) also refers to the same concept.5 Henssen defines land register as “a process of official recording of rights in land through deeds or as title on properties” thereby providing “an official record (land register) of rights on land or of deeds concerning changes in the legal situation of defined units of land” and giving “an answer to the questions who and how”.6

According to the Federal Rural Land Administration and Use Proclamation (enacted in 2005), “land registration means the process whereby information on the expression of rural land use right and holding is gathered, and analysed”.7 The Urban Landholding Registration Proclamation (enacted in 2014), defines “registration” as the process by which a landholding right, restriction, and responsibility are registered in the legal cadastre register.8 And it defines ‘legal cadastre’ as an updated landholding information system containing a record of the rights, restrictions and
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responsibilities on a defined legal boundary for each landholding demarcated as parcel.9

The Amhara Rural Land Administration and Use Proclamation (enacted in 2017) defines ‘land registration’ as a process of information collection and organization in the rural areas to indicate rural land use right and landholding.10 The repealed Revised (Amhara) Rural Land Administration and Use Determination Proclamation No. 133/2006 had a different definition. It defined the term as “an activity of registering the detailed information about location, area, boundaries, fertility grade, and the identity of the holder on the book concerning the rural land”.11 While the former refers to information about land rights, the latter refers to information about the land, i.e., the land parcel. On the other hand, except the Urban Landholding Registration Proclamation, the other land laws do not mention the word ‘cadastre’. Even the former does not use the term ‘cadastre’ but ‘legal cadastre’ which, as mentioned earlier, refers to ‘land register’.

The confusion on the use of the words ‘cadastre’ and ‘land register’ in Ethiopia’s land laws results from the lack of clear understanding in the registration system as to which land registration system, i.e. cadastre or land register or both, it aims to apply. Although a separate investigation needs to be made, the land registration system –especially the rural land registration system– seems to apply to (i) the registration of land parcels and (ii) the rights, restrictions and responsibilities. This approach is close to what is known as a multipurpose cadastre where the two systems are functionally and institutionally merged in some countries such as Sweden.12

With regard to the scope of registration, the Federal Urban Landholding Registration Proclamation stipulates that all rights, restrictions, and responsibilities stipulated in contracts relating to immovable property shall

9 Id., Art. 2(5).
be registered.\textsuperscript{13} The contracts may be related to “total or partial sale, donation, inheritance, assignment of share, contribution in kind”, mortgage, lease, sub-lease, rent, property attachment, and “other act or event” as may be permitted by law.\textsuperscript{14} Moreover, “all decisions, orders rendered or contracts concluded by a legally authorized organ to extinguish, reduce, expand, modify or amend rights, restrictions or responsibilities” shall be registered.\textsuperscript{15} This is true of the Amhara region as it may be inferred from the provisions of Amhara rural land administration and use proclamation.\textsuperscript{16}

2. Overview of Initiatives towards Land Registration Systems

Land registration systems were given little attention in Ethiopia before the 1990s. Berhanu and Fayera state the practice before 1998 as follows:

In Ethiopia, there has never been a system of systematic rural land registration. During the Imperial regime before 1974, landowners registered the size of all their plots of land, using local units of measurement, to enable tax collection. Land transactions and agreements over land use were generally not registered using written documents, but were confirmed in the presence of witnesses. When land disputes arose, the only evidence presented by claimants was tax receipts. In towns, however, some sort of registration of urban land existed. Land was measured and owners held certificates that certified occupation and ownership, e.g. uses for residential houses, business, etc. The town municipalities were responsible for land registration and administration.

After the land reform of 1974, the newly established lower administrative structures (peasant associations) were given the power of land registration within the boundary of the area for which they were responsible. The land registry listed the names of all peasant association members entitled to user rights over land, an estimation of the area and quality (in local units of measurement), the number of parcels and approximate location of landholdings. Only where land disputes arose, characteristics like boundaries and locations were mentioned in documents (e.g. at local courts). The

\textsuperscript{13} Federal Urban Landholding Registration Proclamation, \textit{supra} note 8, Art. 30(1).
\textsuperscript{14} Id., Art. 30(2) (4) (5); Federal Rural Land Administration and Land Use Proclamation, \textit{supra} note 7, Art. 6(5)(6).
\textsuperscript{15} Urban Landholding Registration Proclamation, \textit{supra} note 13, Art. 30(3).
information collected in the registry was used for taxation and during land redistribution activities. The user of the land had no document, except for the tax receipts.\footnote{Berhanu Adenew and Fayera Abdi (2005), “Land Registration in Amhara Region, Ethiopia” (Research Report 3, Central Research Department of the UK’s Department for International Development), pp. 8-9.}

This shows that the registration practice was not systematic, and it did not fully cover a specific land registration area or region. Rather, the registration was carried out with respect to parcels on individual basis when it became necessary for levying land tax. This may not fit into the meaning of land registration per se (to be defined later), and it was merely a temporary identification of a parcel or plot of land for the specific purpose. According to Tarekegn, the basis for the system of registration conducted in urban areas especially in Addis Ababa for a long time was Legal Notice that was operational for many decades although he also indicated that the Municipality applied customary rules as that rule did not meet the needs of land registration.\footnote{Tarekegn Tefera (1990), The Requirement of Registration in the Transfer of Ownership under Contract of Sale (unpublished LLB Thesis, Addis Ababa University, Faculty of Law), pp. 31, 32.}

It needs to be noted that the land administration system in Ethiopia was predominantly informal based on customary practices. Article 3364 of the Ethiopian Civil Code provides that “the customary rules relating to the formalities to be complied with during the transfer or extinction of the ownership of immovable property” shall be applicable until the rules on register of immovable properties are activated.\footnote{Civil Code of the Empire of Ethiopia Proclamation, 1960, Title X, Proc. No. 165/1960, Neg. Gaz, Extraordinary Issue, No. 2.} In practice too, most dealings, land management activities and other activities relating to immovable properties have long been made by municipalities and justice offices without adequate formal system backed by complete land registration legislation. There were, in fact, few sporadic attempts to put in place sound land administration system in a systematic manner. In this regard, the introduction of modern land registration rules in the Ethiopian Civil Code of 1960 under Title X (Articles 1553-1646) that were suspended until their enforcement were “to be fixed by Order published in Negarit Gazeta” \footnote{See ibid. However, this Title has never come into force because an order setting the date for its application was not issued as per Article 3363(1) of the same law.} and
preparation of the Draft Land Registration Proclamation in 1972 can be mentioned.\textsuperscript{21}

These realities indicate that public commitment for sound land registration system was inadequate. The need for land registration system was thus long overdue; and some key policy and legislative initiatives are made since 1997 towards establishing sound rural land management and administration system through land registration and certification to enhance tenure security. Setting aside the question whether this certification amounts to land registration \textit{per se},\textsuperscript{22} the initiative has made Ethiopia’s land certification system as one of the largest, fastest and least expensive land registration system reforms in Africa.\textsuperscript{23}

At national level, the first law on land administration and use is the Federal Government Rural Land Administration that was enacted in July 1997.\textsuperscript{24} In Tigray, the first regional land administration law was adopted\textsuperscript{25} in March 1997 which preceded the adoption of the Federal Proclamation No 89/1997 (by a few months). Later, the ANRS issued the first law on rural land administration in 2000 following the issuance of the Federal proclamation.\textsuperscript{26} ANRS also issued the little known Land Administration and Land Use Policy in the same year.\textsuperscript{27} The State’s constitution provides that the region has the power to administer land and natural resources in its domain.\textsuperscript{28} The region established the Environmental Protection, Land Administration and Use Authority under Proclamation No. 47/2000 to enforce the laws and policy.\textsuperscript{29}

\textsuperscript{21} See Tarekegn, \textit{supra} note 18, p. 30.
\textsuperscript{22} This article does not examine this question. We can consider the system as a variant of land registration system, and the terms are used interchangeably in this article.
\textsuperscript{26} The Amhara National Regional Rural Land Administration and Usage Determination Proclamation No. 46/2000.
\textsuperscript{27} ከለብሸ ከሎሮ ከላዳ የሸር መሠረት ከሸፖር ከሸ ከታየም ያር ከለብሸ.\textsuperscript{1} 1992 ለየ.
\textsuperscript{29} The Regional Environmental Protection, Land Administration and Use Authority Establishment Proclamation No. 47/2000.
Whether this first generation of legislative measures in land administration had really intended land registration systems is very doubtful as none of the provisions in these laws mentions the term ‘land registration’ or its equivalent. For example, the first Land Administration Proclamation No. 46/2000 of ANRS merely states that “so long as the land users utilize the land according to the established rules, this proclamation assures and secures their holding and use rights” and that tenure security enables “the peasant to work for sustainable development”. Perhaps, the term ‘tenure security’ may imply land registration; and carrying out land registration on this basis is arguably implied.

Although these first generation land administration laws did not clearly address land registration, the practice of land certification began soon after their adoption. That means, actually, these laws led, tacitly, to the issuance of a ‘Primary Book of Landholding’ to the landholders based on their land acquisition through previous land redistribution measures. The issuance of land certificates began in the region of Tigray in 1998. Formal land registration started in 2002 in ANRS while Oromia and the Southern Nations Nationalities and Peoples Region followed suit. In ANRS, land registration started as a pilot program in two pilot woredas, namely, Gozamen in East Gojjam and Dessie Zuria in South Wollo Zone through the conventional form of registration or by using ICT. Towards the end of 2003, land registration started in all rural woredas of the region, in what is sometimes

30 The Amhara National Regional Rural Land Administration and Usage Determination Proclamation No. 46/2000, Art. 6(3).
31 In Amhara region, two proclamations, namely, the ANRS Rural Land Administration and Use Determination Proclamation No. 133/2006 and the Revised Rural Land Administration and Use Determination Proclamation No. 252/2017 were adopted subsequently. The practice of land registration and legislation is improving from time to time in the region. But at federal level, legislation improvement is slow.
32 The Amhara National Region Reallotment of Rural Land Possession Proclamation No 16/ 1996, Zikre Hig, Year 1, No 16.
34 Berhanu and Fayera, supra note 17. p.10; Muchomba, supra note 33. p. 313
referred to as unconventional or traditional system of land certification. Research shows that a ‘Primary Book of Landholding’ was issued to almost all landholders in these regions under the first phase of the land certification program.36

Currently, there is the process of undertaking the second level certification and the issuance of “Secondary Book of Landholding” which involves extensive surveying, boundary demarcation and potentially the use of ICT technology. The establishment of an efficient land administration system was one of the targets in the first Growth and Transformation Plan (2010/11-2014/15).37

Since 2005, second-level pilot land certification process was implemented in Tigray, Amhara, Oromia and Southern Nations, Nationalities, and Peoples’ Region (SNNP) from 2005 to 2013.38 Concerning the coverage of the second level certificates in Ethiopia, Gizachew et al indicated that 27% of the surveyed and adjudicated parcels were provided with second level certificates by 2015.39 It can be observed that these attempts are meant to introduce and enhance a formal and relatively modern land management system.
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38 Persha, Greif and Huntington, *supra* note 36, p.3.

3. Factors towards Sustainable Registration Systems that Reduce Land Disputes

Although land registration systems are useful in reducing land disputes and conflicts, there are some essential conditions that help to establish them in a sustainable manner. Sustainable land registration system may be established successfully if at least five conditions are fulfilled. First, there is a need for good government and a sound political environment. Second, institutional capacity is required—an efficient system of institutional machinery is vital to implement or achieve the desired functions of a land registration system. Third, a land registration system needs to be generally based on what landholders already know about their property rights with land; this means, a sustainable land registration system must incorporate customary forms of tenure.

The fourth condition for sustainable registration system relates to the necessity of regular updating to keep it at pace with new circumstances at the level of each proprietor and property object, or even on a larger scale. Updating of the land registration system is as important as or even more important than the initial design of the system. Finally, a sustainable land registration system requires a sound legislative framework designed based on a sound land policy. While land policy gives the general directions of land use, regulation and management, a legislative framework provides a mechanism for delivering all the necessary components, principles, requirements and functions of a sustainable land registration system.

The fulfillment of some of the above essential conditions (at federal and ANRS levels) may easily be evaluated with respect to few selected issues. One essential question is related to the issue of land ownership which is fundamentally a policy matter. Article 40(3) of the FDRE Constitution stipulates the land ownership policy in Ethiopia which states that land is owned by the state and people. The individuals and legal persons do have
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40 Melkamu, supra note 2, pp.78–104.

only holding right both in rural and urban areas. The landholding in urban areas is leasehold which may be considered as a special type of holding right.\textsuperscript{42} This policy of public or collective ownership instigates many disputes for several reasons. \textit{First}, it does not recognize other forms of ownership on land such as individual ownership. Even if the Constitution recognizes full private property right on permanent attachments on land under Article 40(7), it is not clear whether this means private ownership although it may be positively interpreted as private ownership.

In fact, there is wide practice that individuals are prohibited to sell their houses in rural areas as the building is considered, albeit wrongly, to be the same as the land itself on which the building is located.\textsuperscript{43} This creates disputes between individuals and the government relating to the exercise of property rights. Putting everything rigidly under a single type of ownership is also problematic as it opens rooms for abuse of land management power by the government. \textit{Second}, the division of property right on a similar property or land as ownership right for the government and holding right for the individual provides a fertile ground for disputes during valuation of the property when the property changes hands through different mechanisms. Thus, in the case of expropriation, the government tends to lower compensation.\textsuperscript{44}

In this respect, lessons can be drawn from the Chinese land law which allows wider tenure security to landholders even though it considers land as publicly owned under two classifications, i.e. \textit{state ownership} and \textit{collective ownership}. Yet it does not deny individual ownership over property such as

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{43} Id., pp. 20-21.
\item \textsuperscript{44} This is a common problem in urban areas too. The seller may understimate the price of sale of a building to evade property tax and other payments to the government directed by the lease law (Article 24(3) of Urban Lands Lease Holding Proclamation No. 721/2011.
\end{itemize}
houses, buildings and related structures. The Chinese Property Rights Law begins by defining the basic term, ‘property rights’, as the exclusive right enjoyed by the person to directly control specific properties including ownership, usufructuary and security right in property rights.\textsuperscript{45} The Law categorizes property ownership into three as State (Public) Ownership, Collective Ownership and Private Ownership.\textsuperscript{46} State Ownership includes all natural resources such as mineral resources, waters, sea areas, forests, mountains, grassland, unclaimed land and beaches, land in urban districts, and such rural land and the land on the outskirt of the city specified by law as belonging to the State. Further, Articles 53 and 54 stipulate that the State organs and “the institutions held by the State” have the right to possess, use and to dispose of the real properties controlled directly by them.

Properties under collective ownership include rural lands including land for building houses, forests, mountains, grasslands, unclaimed land and beaches owned collectively according to law; buildings, production devices, farmland and water power facilities owned collectively; facilities with regard to education, science, culture, health and gymnasium collectively owned; and other properties owned collectively. The rules show that individual ownership embraces mainly houses to which the right of inheritance and other legal rights and interests are attached. A legal person such as enterprises and other entities shall have the right to possess, utilize, obtain benefit from and dispose of its real properties.

More provisions on the scope of the rights of house owners are provided. Article 135 of the Law (2007) states a fundamental principle that a person has the right to the use of land for construction in rural and urban areas who may possess, utilize and obtain profits from such land and construct buildings on it. Further, he has the right to transfer, exchange, donate or mortgage the land, or use it as capital contribution. Such land may be acquired by means of assignment or transfer by auction or invitation to bid and not by sale from others. Article 142 states that the ownership of the building and similar structure built by the person with the right to the use of land for construction shall belong to such person be it individual, collective or even the state. The Law also states that dealing with regard to the land for construction use includes the buildings and related structure on the land and vice versa.

\textsuperscript{46} Id., Chapter V.
The other matter is related to legislation on the land registration system. The purpose of legislation is to define property rights clearly, the powers and functions of the enforcement institutions during the process of the land registration including updating, the power of the land dispute resolution bodies and the manner of information exchange between the courts and the land management institutions. Fuller has formulated eight principles of the law which he calls implicit laws of lawmaking that a legal system needs to possess or exhibit as a minimal degree of respect and dignity for those affected by it and which, together, give the law its existence. These are generality of law, promulgation or publicity, prospectivity, clarity, consistency or coherence, possibility, constancy, and congruence between official action and declared rule. In Ethiopia, land registration system legislation is far from being complete.

Two major weaknesses are worth mentioning. The legislation does not regulate (i) how registration applications are submitted to the land registration offices; and (ii) the form of transaction such as sale, lease, gift, inheritance, land exchange, and mortgage that needs updating. These tasks are conducted customarily rather than based on prescribed rules. These gaps have caused many disputes that are litigated in the courts. In one case still pending in a woreda court, the plaintiff sued the defendant in order to get back the land which she believes is hers acquired through inheritance now unlawfully possessed by the defendant for long time. The defendant responded that he got the land from another person who, consequently, was made to be a party to the case as a guarantor for the defendant or third party defendant. The defendant argued that he got the land from the guarantor through land to land exchange, but the exchange contract was done orally or traditionally and it was not registered and authenticated. The land registration offices only focus on initial registration and give a blind eye to updating registration.

The federal land administration and use law does not have any provision on updating. The new Amhara land administration and use proclamation has come up with some important updating rules. It provides powers and functions to the wereda rural land administration and use office

49 Federal Rural Land Administration and Land Use Proclamation, supra note 7.
50 ANRS Rural Land Proclamation, supra note 10, Art. 43.
which includes the function of designing a system whereby individuals transfer their holding rights through succession, rent, donation or exchange and updating the information by periodically registering changes and new information.\textsuperscript{51}

However, it does not put strict obligations on the registration office to discharge its responsibility of registration and updating. For instance, it provides that ‘when harm [occurs] on any person due to the fault of the registrar, the government body that committed the fault shall be accountable by both civil and criminal responsibility’.\textsuperscript{52} This provision refers to fault in the process of registration. But most problems occur due to the failure of the registration offices to register an updated landholding. There is also lack of awareness on the part of landholders to submit application for registration of updated landholding. Finally, the legislation should have regulated the manner in which the land registration offices provide landholding information to courts who resolve land disputes, including the power of the court and the conditions by which the court may accept or reject the acquired evidence.

The third key problem that exacerbates land disputes in Ethiopia and ANRS is the existence of separate land management and registration institutions for rural and urban land. The existence of separate institutional and legal framework for rural and urban land has led to the establishment of fragmented institutions for land administration and registration as well as corresponding dispute resolution courts. For instance, in Bahir Dar a separate landholding and registration office is established for rural land in the city within the Bahir Dar City Administration. The urban territory is always expanding and as a result it encloses rural land holdings. This evokes the question as to which land management institution and which land law is going to regulate this newly enclosed rural land.

The urban land administration and the rural land administration offices also compete to receive compensation during expropriation of land. Fitzpatrick articulates that under institutional pluralist relations, state agencies “are more likely to pursue their own interests by pandering to a constituency, increasing tax revenues, or implementing a rent-seeking
development agenda”. The landholders also consume much time finding and choosing between the institutions to receive land registration service especially relating to obtaining landholding information to submit to courts. These circumstances would ultimately give birth to disputes between landholders and land management institutions.


Generally, disputes or conflicts are a way of life since every human being always lives together with (or close to) other persons. According to Wehrmann, land dispute is defined as “a social fact in which at least two parties are involved, the roots of which are different interests over the property rights on land, to manage land, to exclude others from the land, to transfer it and to have the right to compensation”. Land disputes and conflicts have many unwanted consequences. These include decreasing quality of life for parts of a society, slow-down investment, result in the loss of land thereby violating property rights, reduce tax revenue, trigger social and political instability, and in short damage the national economy or wealth. Therefore, it is essential to use land registration systems efficiently and effectively.

Many types of land disputes frequently happen in ANRS. Based on interviews with 30 land administration committee members selected from 6 woredas of ANRS, Gebeyehu states the following:

The major reasons for conflicts, as reported by committee member respondents, were: inheritance related litigations (25%), boundary conflict (21%), rental contract related conflict (19%), easement related conflicts (11%), communal lands boundary conflicts (10%), informal land sale related conflicts (9%) and plant shade related conflicts (5%).
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56 Id., p. 31.
57 Gebeyehu Belay Shibeshi (2014), Cadastral Procedure and Spatial Framework for the Development of an Efficient Land Administration System for the Rural Lands of ANRS (Amhara National Regional State) of Ethiopia (PhD thesis at the University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences Vienna, Department of Landscape, Spatial and
In the case of disputes relating to inheritance, dispute arises among family members of a deceased landholder including the ones that may not have blood relationship with the deceased.58 Students living far from their families and descendants living in small towns without dependable means of livelihood are usually parties in land disputes. The other common dispute is boundary dispute. Boundary disputes occur between private individual landholders, between private individuals and the state, between administrative units, and between different villagers (over common land such as grazing land). Encroachments of boundary are very common sources of land disputes. Encroachment occurs when one party takes a portion or whole of the land belonging to another.59 Moreover, transaction related disputes are very common. The most common nature of such disputes is the non-fulfillment of formal requirements such as registration and authentication of rental and other transactions on land.60 Another type of land dispute occurs during trespass which also arises due to an unlawful use of easements. Trespass is an offence committed by entering another person’s land without his/her permission.61

One fundamental cause of land tenure disputes relates to settings whereby the statutory laws and the customary laws give the real property/land rights to different persons. For example, in ANRS until the adoption of the new land administration laws, it had been a well-established customary practice that sons and daughters of a deceased person inherit the land of their deceased parent irrespective of their age and amount of landholding. The Civil Code also embodies similar inheritance provisions. Likewise, land use rights were hereditary under the rist landholding system that was prevalent in the region until 1974.


58 ‘Family Member’ is defined as any person who permanently lives with the landholder sharing the livelihood of the later and who does not have his own regular income. See, ANRS Rural Land Proclamation, supra note 10, Art. 2(6).


61 The Civil Code, supra note 20, Art. 2053.
However, the land laws in ANRS give entitlement to ‘family members’ irrespective of their blood bond to the deceased as against direct descendants, i.e. sons and daughters. Thus, According to Proclamation No. 133/2006, the hierarchy of succession without will (intestate succession) includes minor children, minor family members, children who attained majority and without land, family members who attained majority and without land, children who attained majority and with land, and parents. However, this order is modified in the new Amhara rural land administration and use proclamation. Here, the order of priority is children, parents and family members. This change of hierarchical order can solve most of the inheritance disputes as it has become closer to the custom of the people.

According to custom, parents give land rights to their children when the latter are married and form new families. Such latent rights are practically ‘owned’ or held by a family member but under the formal title of parents. They include inheritance rights, the rights of women at marriage and divorce, and gift of land before or during marriage to a daughter or son known as macha land. This kind of land transfer is not recognized under the statutory law which means that the right is devoid of legal protection. Even if the beneficiary of the macha land approaches the woreda land administration office for registration of the right as such, the latter will refuse to do so as the land legislation does not have stipulation to that effect. As a result, the beneficiary of such land has insecure tenure and can easily be dispossessed by another claimant. ‘The amount of latent rights outweighs the amount of land, and some will lose out’.

Latent rights can, sometime in the future, be converted to formal title but the transition from latent rights to land title is often a period of intense struggle. This has created tenure insecurity particularly under the post-1974 land tenure regime, and perhaps more than ever, under current
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62 See The Rural Land Administration and Use System Implementation Regulation No. 51/2007, Zikre Hig, Council of the Amhara National Regional State, Year 12, No 14, Art. 11(7) and ANRS Rural Land Proclamation, supra note 11, Art 16 (5).
63 ANRS Rural Land Proclamation, supra note 10, Art 17(5).
65 Id., p. 8.
67 Svein Ege, supra note 64, p. 8.
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conditions. In one case presented to the Bure Woreda Court, the plaintiff sued the defendants (her father and uncle) and requested that they surrender land, 5.75 Gezim [1.4 ha], to her on the ground that she was the only family member of the deceased (her grandmother and mother of the defendants) thereby having priority of inheritance according to the land law active at the time. The defendant (her uncle) argued that the land lawfully belongs to him, among other things, because he is the direct descendant of the deceased having priority to the plaintiff, a grand-daughter of the deceased. The woreda court decided on behalf of the plaintiff considering, according to the applicable law, that she is a family member of the deceased and the High Court confirmed the decision. The judgments of these courts were later reversed on the ground of ‘res judicata’ without going into the merits of the matter.

In another case, presented to the Debub Achefer Woreda Court, the plaintiff sued the defendant, her father, stating that he has possessed the land that belonged to her deceased mother and which she argued needs to be transferred to her by inheritance. Another party intervened in the case arguing that the land belongs to neither of the parties in the case but to him as it was transferred to him as macha land through an informal, customary agreement between the deceased woman and the defendant. The court rejected the latter’s claim stating that the marriage land or macha land was not transferred to him fulfilling formal requirements of registration or authentication. The case was appealed to the High Court which reversed the decision of the lower court and remanded it to the latter. The lower court then modified its decision in favor of the intervening party on the ground that the non-registration was caused by the failure of the land registration office to register the land on the ground that the land was below the minimum size put for registration. Another root cause of land dispute relates
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70 See ANRS Rural Land Proclamation, supra note 11, Art. 16(5) and ANRS Rural Land Regulation, supra note 62, Art. 11(7).
72 Wubalem Getie v Abuhay Getie Teshager, Debub Achefer Woreda Court, File No 23876, 2019.
to population increase. In ANRS, the population is rapidly increasing thereby resulting in high demand to farmland and severe land fragmentation.

Moreover, disputes are caused by the failure to pay compensation during expropriation. There are many cases of failure to pay compensation during an expropriation action which may, inter alia, be reflected in delay in payment, low compensation, and non-payment. In one case, the plaintiff sued the defendant in 2005 before the West Gojjam Zone High Court in order to get fair compensation on her land (about 2 ha) expropriated by government in 2003.\footnote{Emahoy Guale Guade v Ministry of Defence, \textit{Western Gojjam Zone High Court}, File No 09768, 2010.} The case was closed in November 2010 after more than five years of protracted judicial argument. The plaintiff lost the case. The decision of the High Court was not altered in the ANRS Supreme Court on appeal.\footnote{Emahoy Guale Guade v Ministry of Defence, \textit{ANRS Supreme Court Cassation Bench}, File No 15230, 2011.}

Maladministration is another cause of land conflicts in the region. Maladministration occurs where land institutions do not play their roles such as poor record keeping, posing unnecessary bureaucracy, and allocating land in such a manner that it creates overlapping interests. As we shall see later, corruption which is a sign of maladministration\footnote{UN- Food and Agricultural Organisation (2007), \textit{Good Governance in Land Tenure and Administration} (FAO), pp. 15-17 cited in Melkamu, \textit{supra} note 2, 73.} is a rampant problem of land administration in ANRS. As Wehrmann observes, “dysfunctional institutions only act as catalysts for land conflicts-selfish individual interests being the deeper causes”.\footnote{Wehrmann, \textit{supra} note 55, 24.}

5. The Role of the Land Registration System in Reducing Land Disputes

One of the objectives of the current rural land registration system is to create conducive environment to resolve land dispute amicably and efficiently. Land certification is also a good measure to reduce land disputes and enhance tenure security among land holders and users by clarifying land rights and beneficiaries of the rights. One of the results which was hoped to be achieved during the initial stage of the land registration in Ethiopia was a significant reduction of land disputes.\footnote{Zerfu Hailu (2016), \textit{Land Governance Assessment Framework Implementation in Ethiopia}, Final Country Report Supported by the World Bank, p.40.}
This is not to say that conflicts would not arise in the process of registration itself especially in the initial stage of registration. According to Berhanu and Fayera, the process of land registration in ANRS has generated conflict due to land expansions into common lands, illegal occupation, illegal land sales, and confusion on the mandated body for land administration.\textsuperscript{79} It is to be noted that land registration system alone (in its narrow context) may not achieve its objective of reducing land disputes. Kanji \textit{et al} observed:

In discussing the ability of land registration to help reduce land disputes, registration processes cannot be considered in isolation – they must be placed in a broader context, both in terms of social and political relations (nature of the main types of land disputes in the area, etc.) and in relation to the legal system (dispute settlement institutions, etc.).\textsuperscript{80}

Zerfu states that the amount of land dispute relating to rural land is wider than what was anticipated during the launching of the land registration system:

\dots [I]n spite of all the impressive gains of the land registration and certification activities in Ethiopia, the number of land disputes among landholders and family members is increasing at an alarming rate. It is not strange now to see courts in many parts of the country being congested with land-related cases and farmers filling their halls. For instance, it is reported that land related disputes are claiming more than 70 percent of civil litigations \dots and 48 percent of homicide crimes in the Amhara Region Courts \ldots Although the magnitude is different, the trend is similar in the other regions.\textsuperscript{81}

While land dispute during the early stage of land registration is quite normal, land registration generally results in reduced land disputes and better management of the disputes. Studies conducted in Tigray and Amhara regions of Ethiopia showed that land related disputes decreased during and after the land registration and certification.\textsuperscript{82} For instance, in Tigray regional state 66\% of the respondents reported that land related disputes decreased

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{footnotes}
\item $^{79}$ Berhanu and Fayera, \textit{supra note} 17, p. 24.
\item $^{80}$ Kanji \textit{et al}, \textit{supra note} 1, p.22.
\item $^{81}$ Zerfu, \textit{supra note} 78, p.40.
\end{footnotes}
\end{footnotesize}
after certification. Similarly, a case study in ANRS indicates that in areas where land registration and certification takes place, the number of court cases have reduced significantly from 20 to 2 per week. Another study conducted by Assefa in Fagitalekoma Woreda, ANRS, shows the same result. In that study, the majority out of a total of 100 respondents (66%) confirmed that they did not face land related dispute after land registration and certification, while 33% reported they are affected by land related disputes even after the land registration.

6. Application of Land Registration System Information for Dispute Resolution in ANRS

6.1 Dispute resolution bodies

Judicial dispute resolution is the most applied land dispute settlement tool in ANRS. In the study area, several courts are established to resolve land and other kinds of disputes. These are the woreda /first instance courts, the high courts and the ANRS Supreme Court. In ANRS, the land law gives priority to the resolution of disputes at local level with the assistance of the land administration institutional apparatus before resort to courts. Legislative support to alternative dispute resolution mechanisms, customary mechanisms and administrative remedies are indeed significant. Alternative dispute resolution method is a “term generally used to refer to informal dispute resolution processes in which parties meet with a professional third party who helps them to resolve their dispute in a way that is less formal and often more consensual than is done in the courts”.

Proclamation No. 252/2017 provides that any land dispute resolution must be first handled between the parties themselves and by the use of


86 See The Amhara National Regional State Courts’ Establishment (re-amendment) Proclamation No 169/2002, Zikre Hig, 15th Year, No. 5.


arbitrators before the case is submitted to judicial settlement. Therefore, if an individual takes a case to court without getting the decision of an ad-hoc arbitration body, the case will be rejected by the registrar of the court. But with regard to an administrative decision given by woreda rural land administration and use offices (in relation to measuring land, administering land and other related issues), the aggrieved party may file suit directly to the wereda court within 30 days. Respondents were asked about their opinion on the importance (or otherwise) of alternative dispute resolution methods and administrative methods. Out of 34 respondents, 88.2 % of the respondents are of the opinion that non-judicial dispute settlement methods should be applied in ANRS while only 11.8 % believe otherwise on the ground that non-judicial mechanisms do not provide a conclusive solution and rather delay the solution.

6.2 The role of the land registration system in judicial decisions

Courts in ANRS resolve land disputes in almost all of their decisions based on the cadastral information they receive from the land administration and use offices that are submitted to them upon court order. According to the focus group discussion with the respondents, the types of land information commonly kept under the existing rural land administration system are the area of each land parcel, the adjacent land parcels to a land parcel in the East, West, North and South directions, full name and age of the holder (both husband and wife), degree of soil fertility, the manner of acquisition of the land, the location of the parcel, use of the land, and the land holder’s family members accompanied by their age. According to the common practice, if land is registered in someone’s name and if the land registration office proves this in an unchallenged manner, that party has conclusive evidence of his valid landholding right to the land.
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89 See ANRS Rural Land Proclamation, supra note 10, Art 52(1).
90 Id., Art. 52(6).
91 However, in rare cases the courts may hold the opposite position that registration does not affect validity. See for example, Berihun, supra note 16, pp.197-204.
92 But we should also note that an immovable transaction although registered may be rebutted in certain circumstances especially following the FSCCD’s landmark ruling that land registration evidence given by a land registration office is not a conclusive evidence and may be rebutted by other evidence. See Tilahun Gobeze v Mekete Hailu et al, Federal Supreme Court Cassation Bench, File No. 69821, 2012. In another case, the court decided in favour of the appellant when it held that registration of a gift contract alone does not cure the other defects in the contract. The court saw that the contract does not fulfill the requirements under Art 881 cum. Art 2443 of the
In other words, the courts decide in favour of a party who has presented an unchallenged evidence of registration in the land registration institutions with respect to both urban and rural lands.\(^9^3\) Thus, registration determines validity of the transaction which is the initial cause of transfer of landholding title. This is in clear contradiction with the law which provides that ‘\[u\]nless any activity concerned with the right and obligations related to land is submitted and registered in woreda branch office of the Authority, it may not be an objection to the third parties’.\(^9^4\) This rule implies that registration has nothing to do with the validity of the immovable transaction as between the parties to the transaction.\(^9^5\)

The following review of some cases indicate how courts apply the land registration information in their attempt to solve land disputes.\(^9^6\) In *Ibrahim Muhamud et al v. Deboch Zewdie*,\(^9^7\) the petitioners lodged an appeal against the decisions of the lower courts. The argument of the defendant in his original pleading was that the petitioners had unlawfully taken his land and planted eucalyptus tree. The petitioners denied the allegation. The appellate court confirmed the decision of the lower courts which ruled in favour of the defendant based on a title certificate (presented by the defendant) issued by the land register institution. In *Tiblet Tesfa v. Abuhay Tadese* case,\(^9^8\) the appellant required the return of the full rental money as the defendant failed to cause the registration of the rental contract. The court held that the defendant has to return the rental money paid equivalent to the one year period in which the appellant held the land out of the total rental period of 25 years. This means the court ruled that the rental contract was invalid due to failure of registration.

93 This is, in fact, in line with ANRS Rural Land Proclamation which provides that “\[t\]he person who is granted the land holding certificate in his name shall, unless a contradictory written document is submitted, be considered legal holder of the land”. ANRS Rural Land Proclamation, *supra* note 10, Art 24(4). Similar provisions are stipulated under Articles 1195 and 1196 of the Ethiopian Civil Code.

94 Id., Art. 23(4) ‘emphasis added’.

95 See Berihun, *supra* note 16, pp.200-201. For an elaborated discussion and argument, see generally Melkamu & Alelegn, *supra* note 60.

96 Most of these cases were first reviewed in Melkamu & Alelegn, *supra* note 60, Section 4.3.


In *Lema Tekle v. Kinfe Adisu*, the petitioner requested the reversal of the decision of the lower courts which held that the petitioner must return the land to the defendant which he held through rent. The Supreme Court held that petitioner must return the land to the defendant because the rental contract he relied on was not registered in the land register institution. In the *Yezanu Motbaynor v. Heirs of Getachew Abate*, the appellant requested that the defendants must return the lands they held to her as she is the lawful heir of a deceased woman due to her being a family member. The defendant argued that he got the lands through donation/gift contract allegedly registered in the land register institution. The ANRS Supreme Court held that defendant’s claim is not tenable because there was no evidence to show that the donation contract was registered and that the donation contract did not embody the signature of the ‘donor’.

In *Asrat Mekonen and Banchayehu Asres v. Kinde Abera and Yektie Tarko*, the appellants requested that the rental contract be cancelled because the defendants failed to discharge their obligation of paying the rent in kind (share-cropping). The defendants argued that they rented the land for 25 years and hence should not return the land before the expiry of the rental period. The court held that the rental contract cannot be invalidated as it was registered in the land register and hence the defendants may not return the land. In *Mosit Anteneh vs. Chekol Alemu* case, the appeal was against the decision of the lower High court which ruled that the appellant must return to the defendant the land the appellant’s deceased husband allegedly took through rent. The ANRS Supreme Court reversed the decision and held that appellant shall not return the land to the defendant because the evidence from the land register institution showed that the land was registered in the name of the appellant’s deceased husband during the first registration process and then transferred to the appellant.

The overview of the court cases highlighted above shows the role of the land registration system information for the settlement of land disputes in the courts of ANRS. Evidence submitted to a court may assume two forms. First, evidence may be submitted as an attachment to a pleading. This
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attachment is a certified copy of a title certificate or land registration book issued by the woreda rural land administration and use office. The second option is a letter written by a land register institution –in response to court order– to provide the required information which verifies that the person in whose name the land in dispute is registered. The latter is used when the party has for some reason failed to attach the title certificate.

7. Problems in the Application of the Land Registration Information by the Courts

As we discussed above, an appropriate land registration system helps reduce land disputes (preventive measure), and facilitates land dispute resolution (curative measure). Conversely, a sheer lack of land registration system can cause land disputes. On the question of the usefulness (or otherwise) of the land information/evidence supplied by land offices upon request by the courts, the majority of the 11 respondent judges (91.2 %) stated that the land registration information is useful, and only 8.8 % of them responded in the opposite. Even the latter have not totally disregarded the usefulness of the new land registration system. They stated that before the information is used, it has to be properly and comprehensively processed and recorded (perhaps to refer to the need to introduce the Secondary Book of Land Holding).

Thus, there is clear understanding of the benefits and role of a sound land registration system. Moreover, the respondent judges have responded to the question regarding the relative quality and type of evidence presented to the courts to settle land disputes comparing (i) the pre and post-2002 period, and (ii) the period since the land registration and certification system was put in place in ANRS. 90.9% of the respondents observed that, with all its defects, the land administration and land registration system has made the post-2002 period highly useful in terms of, among other things, contributing to the settlement of disputes over rural land through provision of land use information.

Although the level of land related disputes is generally decreasing through time after the land registration system started in the region, there is clearly a lot more work to be done. ¹⁰³ The positive results obtained must be

¹⁰³ The National Land Policy of Kenya suggests the following principles to reduce land disputes: establish independent, accountable and democratic system backed by law; establish appropriate institutions for dispute resolution and access to justice within communities with clear operational procedures; include community members in decision-making and record keeping to ensure transparency and the development of
seen in light of the land administration system (prior to land registration and certification) where the role of government was insignificant and the landholders had to only rely on their own customary ways of land dispute resolution without state supervision.

Indeed, the data obtained from the judges and land administration and use staff (working in the study area) clearly show that the effort of land conflict resolution is highly challenged by the defects of the new land registration system. Twenty three woreda land administration and use staff were asked to identify the problems in relation to their efforts to give documentary evidence to courts to help resolve land disputes. In their responses, the majority of the respondents (95.7%) stated the lack of a complete land registration system as the key problem. In this connection, problems related to collecting information in different rural areas (transport, per diem, misinformation, etc.) were raised by 69.6% of the respondents. Land administration and use offices should be fully cognizant of their duty to keep complete and up-to-date land information.

Because the land registration system information about landholder and landholding is incomplete, the woreda land administration and use offices are forced to go to fields to get the required information while they are expected to provide the information by looking at the data kept in their offices. By going to fields as per court orders relating disputes, they take long time to provide information which contributes to the delay of justice and poor quality of decisions of the courts. In fact, some of the problems are beyond the capacity of the land administration and use offices. This is because the registration systems do not entail the recording of plot boundaries in the register, and this is a major shortcoming of the land registration model in Ethiopia. Other problems include ethical problems such as corruption (52.2%) and gaps in the clarity of the court orders (52.2%).

The answer given by 11 judges to the same question is not much different. According to the majority of judge respondents (81.8%), the lack of complete land information is the most frequent cause of failure to get adequate evidence to settle disputes. For example, the land registration is not updated and the property rights are not clearly and completely governed in
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the legislation. Ethical problem mainly corruption\textsuperscript{106} ranks second out of the total of four problems, 72.7\% of the responding judges considering it as such. Lack of proper understanding of the land rules and lack of coordination between the courts and the land offices are both in the third rank (45.5\%) as factors that hamper adequate evidence to settle land disputes.

This author’s observations further relate to one additional central problem faced by courts and land administration and use staff while using the land registration system to resolve disputes. This is related with their level of understanding in the implementation of the land administration and registration laws. In order to identify the person in whose favor the land in dispute is registered, courts usually issue an order for the woreda rural land administration and use office requiring the latter to investigate the true landholder and state this in writing to the court on a specified date. The courts do this even if the party to the case has presented a copy of the landholding certificate.

In their orders, the courts do not even request to know the reason why a given landholding certificate can be acceptable or not. Members of the woreda rural land administration and use office staff go to the place where the parcel in dispute is located and approach a group of people gathered usually in a church. Some individuals in the gathering may raise their hands and tell what they know regarding the landholder. There is a wide room for misinformation and manipulation in this process as a more powerful party would usually prepare individuals who provide wrong information in his favour.

The land administration and use staff has no means of ascertaining whether the information so provided is correct. Even worse, a staff member can be exposed to corrupt practices. It is common to get contradictory information from the registry. In Mamey Workie vs. Chalachew Dessie, the registry first provided evidence saying that the land in dispute originally belongs to the plaintiff but on another round it gave different information that the land belongs to another party, the third party defendant.\textsuperscript{107} The courts receive such information and decide that the land is registered in the name of a party in whose favour the letter is written.

\textsuperscript{106} It can be seen that the land administration and use staff and judges weigh corruption differently. The former give it lesser weight whereas the latter give it greater weight. The land experts did not want to disclose the existence of corruption on their part while the judges were freer to disclose the problem.

\textsuperscript{107} Mamey Worke v. Dessie Chalachew, South Achefer Worea Court, File No. 244576, 2020.
This practice shows that the certificate of landholding issued by the land administration and use office is actually given little or no role. This means that the letter prepared based on the field report is considered as land registration information and used by courts as conclusive evidence for landholding. Unfortunately, the Revised Rural Land Administration and Use Determination Proclamation No. 252/2017 legalizes this wrong procedure. Article 37(1) of the Proclamation stipulates that “the process of assuring the rural landholding is implemented between the pertinent landholder residing in the kebele or sub-kebele and a pertinent land administration and use committee” by getting [comments from] the people.\textsuperscript{108} In addition to evidence submitted to them in this manner, the courts hear witnesses of either party to the case. However, in practice, courts mainly consider the documentary evidence or letter from the land administration and use offices.

This problem is exacerbated by lack of clarity of the land law on the effect of land holding certificate. In this regard, Proclamation No.133/2006 stipulates that ‘[t]he holding certification is a legal certificate of the holder’\textsuperscript{109} The Amharic version states that the landholding certificate is an evidence of the legally protected right of the landholder. The courts could have applied this provision to apply the correct approach by taking the copy of landholding certificate as evidence of land title which is presented to it by the party or a copy produced from the woreda rural land administration and use office.

Proclamation No 252/2017 has come up with more detailed rules to fill the legal gap in this regard. In addition to stating that the landholding certificate is evidence of the right of the landholder, it stipulates that “[j]udges may not consider any documentary evidence or any witness before consulting the landholding certificate while there is a certificate.”\textsuperscript{110} But in practice, various courts have not yet considered this provision in their decisions. Therefore, the courts must give due credit to the land registration system created by the relevant laws, and they should take the information indicated in the landholding certificate as true instead of requiring field reports of the woreda rural land administration and use offices. In other words, the land registration system should not be undermined, and it should be used commensurate with its objectives, i.e., the enhancement of tenure security and proper dispute settlement.

\textsuperscript{108} ANRS Rural Land Proclamation, supra note 10.
\textsuperscript{109} ANRS Rural Land Proclamation, supra note 11, Art. 24(1).
\textsuperscript{110} Id., Art. 35(2).
Conclusion

Generally, the land registration system in ANRS has positive results in reducing land disputes. The courts and land administration offices generally use the land registration system that enhances tenure security and dispute management. Moreover, courts use field reports of land registration information from land administration offices. However, the land registration system in the region is not used (in the settlement of land disputes) to its optimal level of effectiveness and utility. A major setback in this regard is the inadequate attention of the courts to the purpose and essence of the land registration system and its decisive role in determining the rights of landholders. The land registration system should be used in such a manner that it enhances tenure security and proper dispute settlement. Courts should thus rectify their inadequate attention to the information in the landholding certificate as prima facie evidence and refrain from requiring field reports of the woreda rural land administration and use offices.

This is exacerbated by the level of competence of land administration offices in the task of land registration. The other challenge is that the land registration system is not complete as updating of regular transactions is not taking place. Moreover, the list of recognized registrable property rights, restrictions and responsibilities are not fully addressed in legislation. There is thus the need for a strong institutional and regulatory mechanism of land management in ANRS. This has to be implemented with regard to the land administration and use offices at various levels, the court system, and customary dispute settlement mechanisms. Some of the important measures that need to be taken in this regard are sustained public awareness creation on the land administration and information system, establishing a comprehensive and sound land information in an integrated organizational and regulatory structure at all levels that can also be updated easily, facilitating coordination for land information, training and capacity building, and adopting clear procedures (to be used by the woreda rural land administration and use offices) in the delivery of land registration information to courts.